“Will They Necromance Me Now?”
Capital District Evil Cop’s Last Ditch Attempt
By Cal Ferrari, Contributing Writer

The lawyers of Rensselaer had tried to detain Robinson using the TPD, but what the evil magistrate simply did not understand is that Robinson had actually made good friends with 193 and Malloy using the power of the Holy Ghost of God as prophesied by the pastors, even thought the evil cops persisted in their corruption. And the people of Troy and its City Council would not convict Malloy for the risk he took for Robinson because they feared the bad press for the city. For Malloy had permitted Robinson to bring his air gun to the Dededel Girl in Kingston and he made friends with her that day.

But Robinson said, “They will betray me with my food stuffs, even though I will pay them good money for it out of the savings from my labor.” As it was in the past, Robinson had thought that his good friends Mike LoPorto and Carmine had put serums in his meatballs and otherwise tainted the dishes for him and his mom that day, when he trusted Mike to pay his bills. So Robinson then published against Mike in the earlier Guccie Times, horrible words of jargon and accusations and defamation of character, but the FBI did not send out that PDF on the world wide web, only to the TPD. But Mike said that he would forgive Robinson because he just got confused in his Panther for the steel Apollyon. Robinson also reared up great words of blasphemy in graphic placards against the Lionheart beer tap and John DeJohn’s famous bowl of chili, on Lark Street, to warn the Lark Street Girls, and then he was cast away from all of them, walking away with his head down to the pavement.

But the cops simply could not do anything to deter Robinson because he was too well respected in the eyes of the people of the Capital District.

---

African American Pays On His Bill
Proves Faith In Christ

There has been a great amount of controversy over the matter of Jim’s robbery in Manhattan. Some have argued that the entire black race can no longer be trusted. But it seems that the invitation for the African American to reimburse Robinson for his $2500, several hundred dollars of which was going to pay his rent and other bills that month, after it was robbed from by two Malletto men in the big Jaudaite city, has been honored. This problem has caused many to also doubt whether or not the African ever dropped his Kunta-Kinte god and really did accept the white man’s Christ and Jehovah. But since Robinson has been traveling to other churches, after his disagreement with his beloved pastor, he says, “I see a certain kind of love and devotion there among the black man, even though they do not always follow the strict precepts of the IF Baptist. They group together as African Americans and share their likenesses, and they have a sincere dedication to God and America.”

According to the ledgers on the site, The African has been paying on his bill.
Vandal Nails Evil Amazing Porn Hub
The Writing Is On the Wall

When I have social interactions with women in the tri-cities area, it seems to me that they would never agree with a porn hub, especially if they are mothers with children. So why then don’t the people here group together to petition Albany to ban them? From what I understand it is the community in which the hub exists that can agree or disagree to it. Perhaps—but then there may be laws, believe it or not, that protect the porn hub form banning it, like there are laws that protect porn on the internet. That is the way this country has swayed in favor of the Satanist.

Recently, in my travels to the Department of Social Services in Troy, I pass the Amazing Porn Hub near to the underpass of the biggest bridge Troy ever had as a statement of the power of the evil Apollyon. It is really no mistake that the Amazing hub is there, in that very spot, almost right across the street to the government building that serves the poor people of Troy with their sustenance. That reflects on the mayor who allows that when he could veto it. Obviously the owner of Amazing is trying to lure the poor into his store to make a sex slave. Yet, the people either can’t see it that way because they are ignorant, or they are simply too yellow-back to propose a ban on the store to the City Council.

I think that Amazing is the only porn store in Troy, and if we closed it down there would be none at all. I was successful at closing down the horrific Cinema Art Widescreen Theatre many years ago. There is no reason why we can’t work together on this one also.

The hub was recently tagged by a graffiti artist with a Christian slogan, and we can actually call that a victory. But tagging is against the law because it is vandalism. Hopefully the judge would understand. The Guccie Times does not recommend breaking the law to make a public statement.

Is Mike Fields All That Bad of a Lawyer?
Writing Articles Out of Anger
By Cal Ferrari

Recently in The Guccie Times we published an article against Michael Fields law practice out of the CDPC in Albany as he represents mental health patients as they have been abused by the system. He has accused them of only being a mediator between the court, hospital and the client, and not “giving his all” to fight for the patient’s rights.

A common male resident of a low income neighborhood simply does not understand how a government can make a man a queer because it made the deliberate error of legalizing homosexuality among men in the first place. The Police Department will systematically threaten a man in his self defense against a queer claiming he will arrest him for assault. But in the previous article I explained in detail how it is done in the mental health system who “makes queers” not to mention how the other the other government systems do it. The queer simply can’t keep to himself; he has to always try to rape the straight. Perhaps Mike Fields does his best but the system usurps him also. In that case we need to start passing legislation that is anti-queer an pro-straight because the queer abused his freedom in America. A true Gomorrhite, if he even exists, would have no problem with this legislation, knowing the prophecy concerning his butterfly would be just around the corner. There is no ghetto mom alive that wants her son to be a queer, but neither does she want him to do time for assault in the event he needs to poke a queer in the eye for trying to rape him.

The Sodomite and Gomorrhite gave us a prophecy from their gutter. They said that the Gomorrhite was chaste and only served the straight by watching the door to the Sodomite prison. Let’s see whether they meant it.